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1. Introduction
Firework manufacturing is fully labor-intensive 
in India, where hardly any standardization or 
mechanization of the processes is employed and 
hence no definite relationship could be established 
between a particular variety of fireworks and their 
chemical composition, weight of chemicals used 
and the resulting sound levels. The choice of fuel 
and oxidizer can significantly affect the activation 
energy, heat of reaction and the efficiency of energy 
feedback.1 The selection of fuel and oxidizer has 
the potential to have a major influence on the 
efficiency of a pyrotechnic mixture.2 Thermal 
stability and heat of decomposition of the oxidizer 
are the important factors in fixing the chemical 
compositions of the pyrotechnic mixtures used for 
making firecrackers.  The activation energy, the 
amount of energy required for an oxidizer to make its 
oxygen available to react with the fuel, depends on 
the nature of the oxidizers. Some oxidizers require 
input of a large amount of energy, while others 

actually produce energy in the process of releasing 
their oxygen. There is always an optimum fuel to 
oxidizer ratio, which produces the fastest burning 
rate.3 Pyrotechnic mixtures are homogenized to a 
particular particle size to improve the efficiency of 
the firecrackers. Particle size is an important factor 
affecting the efficiency of the firecrackers.4 As 
per the Government of India notification ‘Sound 
emitting fire crackers with sound level exceeding 
125 dB(A) or 145 dB(C) peak at 4 m distance from 
the point of bursting are prohibited (Notification 
vide GSR 682 (E) dated 5.10.1999)’.5  Most of the 
small companies in Sivakasi, South India, started 
giving priority to the manufacture of only light 
or colour-producing firecrackers and neglected to 
manufacture sound-producing firecrackers. The 
mechanism as well as different possible ways 
of controlling sound in some types of sound-
producing firecrackers, cake-bombs, hydrogen-
bombs and atom-bombs have been reported in 
detail.6,7  It was found that even though the sound 
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level produced from the firecrackers which are 
available on the market exceeds 130 dB(AI) it 
could be very well controlled within the allowed 
level.6  In order to prove the validity of the sound 
level analysis, a similar type of firecracker, the 
bullet-bomb, was taken for analysis. The present 
study assesses the sound level produced from the 
fireworks by changing the oxidizers, their particle 
size and composition of fuel to oxidizer ratio. 

2. Experimental
2.1 Chemicals and materials

The chemicals used for the preparations of the 
firecrackers were obtained from a firework 
manufacturing company.  The purity and assay 
of the chemicals were potassium nitrate (KNO3), 
potassium chlorate (KClO4): 97.6%, S: 99.9%, Al: 
99.8% and H3BO3: 99%. It was reported that Al 
of grades 333 (60 mesh/250 micron size) and 666 
(100 mesh/150 micron size) produce flash instead 
of producing sound while Al of 999 grade (200 
mesh/63 micron size) alone produces effective 
sound.6  The chemicals used in making fireworks 
are aluminium powders of grade 999 (200 mesh/63 
micron size),  KNO3  and KClO4, of 150, 200 and 
240 mesh (105, 75 and 63 microns), sulphur (S) of 
200 mesh (63 microns) and boric acid (H3BO3) of 
200 mesh (63 micron) sizes. All these chemicals 
were sieved using a 150 mesh brass sieve. The 
samples were stored away from light and moisture 
till they were packed within the paper shell of the 
firecracker unit (Figure 1). 

2.2 Preparation of pyrotechnic mixture

The Fritsch, GmbH, “pulverisette 6” planetary 
ball mill was used for preparing different particle 
sizes of oxidizers based on a well established 
procedure.7 20 g of the material (oxidizer) was 
placed in a bowl with 100 ml of ethanol, and then 
50 tungsten balls were placed in the bowl. The lid 
was closed and locked. Milling was carried over 
for 15 minutes at a speed of 300 rpm. After cooling 
the bowl for 5 minutes, milling was again done 
for 15 minutes. If the ethanol level became low, 
some more ethanol was added in order to keep the 
powder in the colloidal state. This state was easy to 
grind with no hazards. After grinding for 2 hours, 
the colloidal state powder was transferred to an air-
tight container and it was kept safe. The container 
was kept in the open atmosphere to separate the 

powders from ethanol. The powder was collected 
after evaporating the ethanol. 

2.3 Measurement of particle size 

The particle size was measured7 using a ‘Zetasizer 
Nano ZS particle size analyzer’. Hydrodynamic or 
aerodynamic particle size is equal to the diameter 
of the sphere that has the same drag coefficient as 
a given particle. There is often a need for a certain 
average particle size for the ensemble of particles. 
The particle size is measured, by taking 0.01 g 
of the powder in a glass plate and drying it. It is 
mixed with 50 ml of ethanol and it is sonicated for 
2 minutes. The sonicator works in the frequency 
range 20 kHz to 50 kHz and the amplitude is set at 
31%. After sonication, the solution is poured into 
the cuvette of the particle size analyzer which is 
made of polymer to measure the particle size. 

2.4 Measurement of bulk density

The bulk density of the pyrotechnic mixture was 
measured by placing pyrotechnic mixture of 
known mass in a measuring device to measure the 
volume occupied. 

2.5 Firecrackers

Firecrackers from a bullet-bomb (Figure 1) 
were manufactured manually by experienced 

Figure 1. Firecracker, bullet-bomb.
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technicians of the fireworks manufacturing 
company for analysis. A flow chart for preparing 
bullet-bombs is given in Figure 2. The chemical 
mixtures of KNO3/Al/S/H3BO3, and KClO4/
Al/S/H3BO3, in three different ratios were taken 
by changing the fuel to oxidizer ratio as 50–
65/29.5–14.5/22/0.05%. The chemicals used in 
the mixture were sieved separately and mixed 
thoroughly on non-conducting surfaces like 
newspaper, rubber mats etc., by sieving with a 
mesh No. 40 (425 microns), 4 to 5 times to get a 
homogeneous mixture.  The chemicals were finely 
powdered to the required size by using ball mill 
techniques. This chemical mixture was used to 
fill a paper case with an inner diameter of 13 mm, 
outer diameter of 16 mm, with a tube thickness 
of 1.5 mm and tube height of 27 mm. The paper 
shell is made up of using 220 gsm paper with a 
bursting factor of 3.96 kgf cm−2. The bottom of 
the tube is sealed with mud that is obtained by 
mixing 20 g of alluvial soil, 5 g of red soil and 3 g 

of gum powder and made into a paste by adding 
small quantity of water.  The tube filled with mud 
is dried in sunlight for two days and filled with 
the pyrotechnic mixture in different ratios and the 
tube is again sealed at the top with mud obtained 
by mixing  20 g of alluvial soil and 4 g of gum 
powder and allowed to dry. The fuse wire (40 mm, 
quick match) was inserted using a brass needle 
and kept in its place by charcoal powder. Coloured 
fancy papers were used to cover for appearance 
and dried for about 24 hours in the sun to make the 
firecrackers ready for testing (Figure 1). In order 
to check for the reproducibility of the parameters 
measured, five bullet-bomb firecrackers with the 
same chemical composition and with the same 
amount of pyrotechnic mixture as given in Table 2 
were prepared.

2.5 Instruments

Sound level tester

The sound level test is carried out as per the rules 
of notification of PESO (Petroleum and Explosives 
Safety Organisation), formerly known as ‘Dept. 
of Explosives’, Govt. of India.8 The noise level 
was measured by four sound level monitors using 
Model No.824L obtained from Larson & Davis, 
USA and the average values of the four readings 
were taken as sound level data. These meters are 
capable of measuring the noise level in dB(A) 
and dB(C), by flat weightings with slow, fast, 
impulse detectors. The measurements were taken 
at 1.2 m elevation from the level of bursting at 4 m 
distance.6 The meters were placed at four points 
and the angle between them was 90 °C. A 5 m 
diameter hard concrete surface was used as the site 
for carrying out the sound level test. A microphone 
converts sound into electrical power and a decibel 
meter reads out sound power in watts or dB.

3. Results and discussion
Sound level analysis

Factors affecting sound level

The sound level produced from firecrackers with 
two types of oxidizers, KNO3 and KClO4, was 
studied.  The effects of different particle sizes (105, 
75, 63 micron) and three different percentages of 
chemical composition of oxidizers (50, 57.5 and 
65% with fuels of Al and sulphur) on the sound 
levels are given in Table 1 and 2.  The pyrotechnic 
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Fig 2 Flow chart for manufacturing of the bullet-bomb  

2.5 Instruments 

Sound level tester 

Weighing of Chemicals. 

Filling of Chemicals in the Shell

Drying of Shell in the shadow 

Mixing of Chemicals

Closing of Shells by mud

Fuse insertion into the Shell 

Drying of Shells 

Testing of Finished Product 

Figure 2. Flow chart for manufacturing of the 
bullet-bomb.
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mixture was homogenized to particles of different 
sizes using ball mill techniques and by using 
sieves of particular mesh size. The bulk density of 
the pyrotechnic mixture was measured and it was 
found that bulk density was increased on increasing 
the particle size for both the types of oxidizers, 
KNO3 (Figure 3a) and KClO4 (Figure 3b) and it 
increased with the increase in the % compositions 
of the oxidizers in the pyrotechnic mixture from 
50% to 65% at particular particle sizes (Figure 4a 
and 4b).

Different parameters like the amount of pyrotechnic 
mixture, compositions, different types of oxidizers 
and particle sizes were varied and the corresponding 
sound levels were measured.  As the amount of 

pyrotechnic mixture is increased, the sound level 
also increases for both types of oxidizers KNO3 
and KClO4 (Figure 5a and 5b).  Figure 6 shows 
the comparative study of the oxidizers KNO3 and 
KClO4.in producing sound with respect to the 
variation of the amount of pyrotechnic mixture. 

In the case of oxidizer (KNO3), three different 
proportions of mixtures were analysed.  In the 
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Fig 3b Bulk density versus particle size of pyrotechnic mixture, (KClO4, Al, S and H3BO3 ) Figure 3. a (upper) bulk density versus particle 
size of pyrotechnic mixture (KNO3, Al, S and 
H3BO3); b (lower) bulk density versus particle 
size of pyrotechnic mixture (KClO4, Al, S and 
H3BO3).
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Fig 4b Bulk density versus % of KClO4 in pyrotechnic mixture (KClO4/Al/S/H3BO3 as 50-65/29.5-
14.5/20/0.5%): particle size of KClO4 is a) 105 micron b) 75 micron c) 63 micron.  

Different parameter like the amount of pyrotechnic mixture, compositions, different types of oxidizers and 

particle sizes were varied and the corresponding sound levels were measured.  As the amount of pyrotechnic 

mixture is increased, sound level also increases for both types of oxidizers KNO3 and KClO4 (Fig 5a and 5b).  

Figure 4. a (upper) bulk density versus % of 
KNO3 in pyrotechnic mixture (KNO3/Al/S/
H3BO3 as 50–65/29.5–14.5/20/0.5%): particle 
size of KNO3 is a) 105 micron b) 75 micron c) 
63 micron; b (lower) bulk density versus % of 
KClO4 in pyrotechnic mixture (KClO4/Al/S/
H3BO3 as 50–65/29.5–4.5/20/0.5%): particle 
size of KClO4 is a) 105 micron b) 75 micron 
c) 63 micron. 
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cases of 50% and 57.5% of oxidizer, as the % of 
oxidizer is increased the sound level also increases 
(Figure 7).  But for 65% of oxidizer, the same trend 
is not observed for both types of oxidizers, KNO3 
and KClO4 (Figure 7) which is more pronounced 
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Figure 6. Sound level versus amount of 
pyrotechnic mixture: a: 50% KNO3/29.5% Al/ 
20% S /0.5% H3BO3 .  b: 50% KClO4, /29.5% 
Al/ 20%S /0.5% H3BO3 and particle size of 
KNO3 and KClO4 is 75 micron.
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for 63 micron sized pyrotechnic mixture with the 
oxidizer KClO4.  As the amount of oxidizer is 
increased above 59%, less sound is produced. The 
variations of particle size with the sound level are 
given in Figure 8 which clearly indicates that as the 
particle size increases the sound level decreases.

The optimum fuel to oxidizer ratio is very much 
essential in producing sound in firecrackers. 

4. Conclusion 
In sound producing bullet-bomb firecrackers, the 
pyrotechnic mixtures containing two different 
oxidizers, KNO3 and KClO4, with Al, S and 
H3BO3 were used. KClO4 is a powerful oxidizer 
in producing sound effectively in firecrackers. 
The composition consisting of 50–57.5% of 
oxidizer KNO3/KClO4, 20% S, 29.5–22% Al and 
0.5% H3BO3 appears to be an ideal composition 

Table 1.  Sound levels produced from the bullet-bomb firecrackers using the oxidiser KNO3.

Sieves 
used

Sample 
name

Oxidizer 
KNO3 
(%)

Fuel H3BO3 
(%)

Bulk 
density/ 
g cm−3

Wt. of 
chemicals/g

Sound levela

Al S dB(AI) dB(C)

150 A 50.0 29.5 20.0 0.05 0.564 0.5 122.5
0.75 124.7
1.00 124.7

B 57.5 22.0 20.0 0.05 0.580 0.50 120.2
0.75 123.1
1.00 124

C 65.0 14.5 20.0 0.05 0.622 0.50 Flash
0.75 122
1.00 Flash

200 D 50.0 29.5 20.0 0.05 0.406 0.25 121.7 142.8
0.50 124.1 143.7
0.75 124.6 143.7

E 57.5 22.0 20.0 0.05 0.430 0.25 121.9 142.5
0.50 123.5 143.5
0.75 124.8 143.8

F 65.0 14.5 20.0 0.05 0.450 0.25 119.8 142.2
0.50 120.3 141.9
0.75 Flash Flash

240 G 50.0 29.5 20.0 0.05 0.372 0.20 Flash Flash
0.40 123.7 143.7
0.60 124.3 143.8

H 57.5 22.0 20.0 0.05 0.402 0.20 120.2 141.5
0.40 122.8 142.9
0.60 124.2 143.8

I 65.0 14.5 20.0 0.05 0.442 0.20 Flash Flash
0.40 Flash Flash
0.60 120 141.9

a Sound level data given are the average values of five trials recorded simultaneously by four sound level meters.
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in producing the allowed sound pressure level. 
Decreasing the particle size of the pyrotechnic 
mixture increased the sound level produced from 
the firecrackers which indirectly supports the idea 
of using a smaller amount of pyrotechnic mixture 
in the firecrackers.  In India, KClO4 is a banned 
chemical due to its high impact and friction 
sensitiveness and it could be easily replaced with 
the oxidizer KNO3, especially in sound producing 
firecrackers.
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Table 2.  Sound levels produced from the bullet-bomb firecrackers using the oxidiser KClO4.

Sieves 
used

Sample 
name

Oxidizer 
KClO4 
(%)

Fuel H3BO3 
(%)

Bulk 
density/ 
gc m−3

Wt. of 
chemicals/g

Sound levela 

Al S dB(AI) dB(C)

150 J 50.0 29.5 20.0 0.05 0.550 0.5 125.9
0.75 126.1
1.00 126.9

K 57.5 22.0 20.0 0.05 0.652 0.50 125.2
0.75 126.2
1.00 126.7

L 65.0 14.5 20.0 0.05 0.716 0.50 125.7
0.75 125.7
1.00 125.9

200 M 50.0 29.5 20.0 0.05 0.388 0.25 124.9 143.8
0.50 125.8 143.8
0.75 126.3 143.8

N 57.5 22.0 20.0 0.05 0.400 0.25 124.1 143.4
0.50 124.9 143.6
0.75 122.6 143.4

O 65.0 14.5 20.0 0.05 0.412 0.25 Flash Flash
0.50 Flash Flash
0.75 Flash Flash

240 P 50.0 29.5 20.0 0.05 0.378 0.20 124.4 143.7
0.40 125.5 143.8
0.60 126.1 143.8

Q 57.5 22.0 20.0 0.05 0.396 0.20 124.6 143.7
0.40 125.5 143.8
0.60 126.4 143.8

R 65.0 14.5 20.0 0.05 0.408 0.20 124.1 143.6
0.40 125 143.8
0.60 125.5 143.8

a Sound level data given are the average values of five trials recorded simultaneously by four sound level meters.
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1. Introduction
Flash powder is a pyrotechnic chemical, and 
contains a mixture of oxidizer and metallic fuel 
which burns quickly and if confined produces 
a loud noise. In fireworks, a flash powder 
composition consisting of potassium nitrate, 
sulphur and aluminium particles has long been 
employed as the main ingredient.1 

The chemical reaction involved during the 
combustion of flash powder is

2 KNO3+  4 Al  + S  → K2S  +  N2  +  2Al2O3

In firework cracker manufacturing, chemicals in 
different ratios are taken and sieved separately to 
remove the impurities and mixed thoroughly on 
a non-conducting surface. The mixture is again 
sieved 4 or 5 times to make it homogeneous and 
free from grit. The shell cases are filled with the 
chemical mixture, then thin foil papers are used to 
cover the shells which are then sealed. After some 
time, gum coated jute string is wound around 
it tightly, then the fuse wire is inserted.2 The 
effectiveness of firecrackers depends not only on 

the composition of the mixture, but also on factors 
such as particle size and shape, choice of fuel and 
oxidizer, fuel to oxidizer ratio, degree of mixing, 
moisture content, physical form, packing density, 
presence of additives, local pressure, degree of 
confinement, degree of consolidation, crystal 
effects and purity of the chemicals. Firework 
chemical compositions have a wide range of 
applications involving the production of light, 
heat, sound, smoke, gas and a combination of such 
effects.3 Chemicals used as additives even in small 
quantities to improve the mechanical properties 
can alter the combustion process and thus reduce 
the ignition temperature.

Most pyrotechnics and low explosives operate by 
combustion processes, in which a fuel combines 
with oxygen to release heat, light, smoke, gas and 
a combination of such effects. A fuse is lit by a 
match and this fuse burns rapidly into the core 
of the cracker where it ignites the flash powder 
walls of the interior core. The three oxygen 
atoms from the potassium nitrate provide the 
“air” that the fuse and the cracker use to burn the 
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other two ingredients, aluminium and sulphur.  
Thus potassium nitrate forms the oxidizer in the 
chemical reaction by easily releasing oxygen.  
The core is quickly filled with flames and thus the 
necessary heat to ignite, continue and spread the 
reaction.   The burning rate is also affected by the 
homogeneity of the mixture. Fine powders burn 
faster than coarse grains.

The bursting of firecrackers produces a short 
intense impulse noise which is mainly influenced 
by the quantity, purity, particle size, quality and 
formulation of the chemical mixture, dimensions of 
the cracker, packing, bulk density of composition 
and compaction.4 In this paper, particle size is 
taken as a variable to study the reactivity of the 
chemicals. However, in order to gain a better 
understanding of its combustion properties, the 
reaction of flash powder particles in close contact 
area needs further investigation. When a pile of 
flash powder is ignited in the open atmosphere, a 
flame front spreads across the surface. Previous 
flame spread studies of solid fuels have provided 
a controlled manner to study the roles of fuel and 
oxidizer during a combustion event. 

Nano-metallic particles have lower ignition 
temperature, faster burning rate and shorter burning 
time because of their high specific surface area 
compared with micron or larger-sized particles.5,6

Most previous work has focused on micron and 
nano-sized particles for propellants. In addition, 
particle diameter plays a significant role in 
determining combustion mechanisms through its 
influence on the characteristic transport (diffusion) 
time relative to the chemical kinetic time. The study 
of combustion of particle-laden flows is critical 
in the design and optimization of combustors for 
explosives systems using particulates.

At present, micro-sized flash powders are used to 
prepare firework crackers. But due to this, enormous 
amounts of gas and smoke are released when they 
are fired. This has a major environmental impact 
by polluting the air in the atmosphere with various 
toxic gases and smoke. To reduce this pollution, a 
smaller amount of chemicals with high reactivity 
should be used inside the crackers. There are 
many methods to improve the reactivity of flash 
powders like changing the composition, addition 
of other chemicals, substitution and reducing 
the particle size. In case of nano flash powders, 

the quantity of the powder required to make the 
crackers has been reduced and thus the release 
of gas and smoke will be reduced also. Thus the 
environmental pollution will be greatly reduced. 
In this paper, nanotechnology is applied in the field 
of pyrotechnics to improve the reactivity of flash 
powders as well as to reduce the environmental 
impact due to existing firework products.

2. Literature review
Goroshin et al. 7conducted measurements of flame 
propagation of aluminium dust in various oxidizer 
environments in a vertical Pyrex tube. The Sauter 
particle diameter (d32) was around 5.4 µm. The 
flame propagation speed obtained from these tube 
experiments might not properly represent the actual 
burning velocity due to difficulties in defining the 
flame shape and particle velocity upstream of the 
flame. Goroshin et al.8 later established another 
experimental apparatus capable of producing 
Bunsen-type premixed dust flames. The burning 
velocity was shown to be a weak function of 
dust concentration for rich aluminium mixtures, 
a phenomenon that can be attributed to a weak 
dependence on the particle burning rate at the flame 
temperature in the diffusive regime.  Shoshin and 
Dreizin9 developed a lifted-flame aerosol burner 
for measuring laminar flame speeds of metal–air 
aerosols over the wide range of particle mass 
concentrations of 0.4–1.4 kg m−3. Two different 
powder sizes (d32 of 11 and 20 µm) were examined 
in their experiments. A decrease in the flame speed 
at very high mass concentration was observed. In 
both the above works, micron-sized particles were 
used.  

Risha et al.10 examined the flame characteristics of 
combustion of nano-aluminium and liquid water. 
To measure the enhancement of reactivity of 
nano-sized Metastable Intermolecular Composites 
(MIC), the open channel burn test was used to 
determine the flame propagation velocity. A new 
nano-aluminium (nAl) bed setup model was 
developed to examine the fingering flame spread of 
a bed of nAl powder.11 The fingering flame spread 
was observed and characterized for various particle 
sizes to gain a better understanding of the reaction 
mechanism associated with the combustion of 
nano-particles in close contact. An experimental 
investigation on the combustion behaviour of 
nAl and liquid water has been conducted.  The 
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combustion of bimodal nano- and micron-sized 
aluminium particle/air laden flows using a Bunsen-
burner type apparatus, similar to the experiment of 
Goroshin et al., was studied both analytically and 
experimentally. The particle compositions ranged 
from 100% micron-sized particles to mixtures 
with 30% nano-particles (100 nm) by mass. Tests 
indicated that an increase in percentage of nano-
particles within the mixture enhanced its flame 
speed. The flame thickness of bimodal-particle–air 
mixtures, however, was much wider than that of a 
micron-sized particle–air mixture. 12,13

In this paper, the author conducted an open 
channel burn test to measure the flame height and 
width for micron- and nano-sized flash powder. 
Also the flame parameters are correlated with the 
performance of firework crackers. Previous work 
has been carried out for aluminium dust but not 
for mixtures like flash powder. So, this study will 
be useful for understanding the combustion inside 
the crackers.

3. Experiment
3.1 Composition preparation

The flash powder chemicals were procured 
from Sivakasi, Tamilnadu, India. The purity 
of the aluminium metal powder is 85% and the 
remainder is aluminium oxide. The purities of 
KNO3 and S were 97.6% and 99.9% respectively. 
There are four sets of mixtures of Al, KNO3 and 
S used in this study. Three sets have particle sizes 
of ≤250 µm, ≤150 µm and ≤75 µm. This means 
that the flash powder particles pass through the 
corresponding sieve/particle size number of 250, 
150, 75 µm respectively and hence can be denoted 
as ≤250, ≤150, ≤75 µm. One set has the three flash 
powder chemicals with particle sizes at the nano 
level.

The compositions are prepared according to 
Table 1 for 10 samples of each of the four sets and 
hence the total number of samples is 40. 

In the present study, a Fritsch GmbH ‘Pulverisette 
6’ planetary mono mill was used for preparing 
different particle sizes of the nano-sized chemicals. 
After grinding µm chemicals for 8 hours in the 
ball mill, the particle sizes of the output powder 
are measured by a particle size analyser (Make: 
Zetasizer Nano ZS). 

Figure 1(a–c) confirms the particle size of the 
various chemicals which are used in firework 
crackers. The flash powder compositions are 
prepared at different ratios by using Design 
Of Experiments software (Make: Stat-Ease, 
Inc., Minneapolis). Table 1 shows the various 
compositions of the flash powder.

(a) Aluminium by ball mill (122 nm)

(b) Sulphur (164 nm)

(c) Potassium Nitrate (104 nm)

Figure 1.  Particle size of various chemicals.
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3.2 Flame spread bed setup

The experimental setup consists of a copper bottom 
plate, copper gas diffuser and an aluminium bracket 
which holds the top plate. For visualization, a 
quartz window is used as the top plate. To prevent 
lateral flow over the bed, copper shims were placed 
along the sides. The top plate rests on the shims, 
thus, the height of the shims also determines the 
height of the top plate. Bed shims with a thickness 
of 0.08 cm were also created to adjust the thickness 
of the bed. The length of the top plate and bottom 
plate is 10 cm. The height of the bottom plate is 
6 cm. In the bottom plate there will be an inner 
bed of which the dimensions are 7 × 4 × 1 cm. The 
gas diffuser has oxidizer inlets on both ends and 
a row of twenty-four 0.08 cm diameter holes on 
the exit face are used to distribute the flow across 
the width of the channel and assure uniform flow 
development. A nichrome wire is placed through 
holes at the opposite end of the bottom plate and 
resistively heated by a DC power supply to serve 
as an ignition source. The different views of the 
setup are shown in Figure 2(a–b).

A high pixel camera of 30 frames per second with 
a shutter time of 1/30 second per frame is used 
to capture the video of the flame. The recorded 
videos and frames can be visually checked. A Sony 
C905 camera is used in this study. The average 
x-location and the time between each frame were 
used to calculate an average velocity of the front 
(vf). Depending on the experimental conditions, an 
appropriate aperture was chosen to capture enough 

light without saturation. After recording the videos 
and frames, it is imported into ‘Image processing 
toolbox 7.0’ which is one of the features of the 
MATLAB software. The videos from the high pixel 
camera are imported into this software by means 
of ‘Image Acquisition Toolbox’. By analysing the 
flame height and width, the reactivity difference 
can be compared between the nano and micron 
flash powders.

A pre-measured mass of 0.5 g of flash powder was 
placed in the bed and distributed uniformly. To 
create a smooth top surface, a glass surface was 
used to lightly press the powder into the bed.  

3.3 Image analysis 

The images of the recorded flames for both 
micron and nano samples are given by the Image 
processing toolbox in which the peak flame height 

Table 1.  Compositions of flash powders.

Sample no. KNO3  (%) S (%) Al  (%)

1 50 5 45
2 65 5 30
3 50 20 30
4 50 12.5 37.5
5 57.5 12.5 30
6 57.5 5 37.5
7 60 7.5 32.5
8 52.5 7.5 40
9 52.5 15 32.5
10 55 10 35 (a) Top view of the bed

(b) Lateral view of the bed

Figure 2. Flame spread bed setup.
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and maximum widths are taken. The images for 
sample 1 are shown in Figures 3(a–d) and 4(a–d).

The flame heights and widths are calculated using 
Image J software. Image J is a public domain, 
Java-based image processing program. Custom 
acquisition, analysis and processing plug ins can 
be developed using Image J’s built-in editor and 
a Java compiler. User-written plug ins make it 
possible to solve many image processing and 
analysis problems, from three-dimensional live-
cell imaging, to radiological image processing, 
and multiple imaging system data comparisons to 
automated hematology systems.

3.4 Firework manufacturing

In order to find the correlation between flame 
parameters and actual performance of the crackers 
during bursting, one of the sound emitting firework 
products, i.e. a cake bomb, was manufactured using 

the same composition. The inner shell volume 
and the quantity of the chemical filled inside the 
crackers were taken to be constant. Figure 5 shows 
a photograph of the drying of the crackers.

The performance of the fireworks is decided by 
the sound level it produces. As per the Govt. of 
India notification, the cracker sound level should 
not exceed 125 dB(AI) or 145 dB(Cpk) at 4 m 
distance from the point of bursting. 

Noise level testing was carried out as per the 
rules of notification of PESO (Petroleum and 
Explosives Safety Organisation), formerly known 
as the ‘Department of Explosives’, Govt. of India. 
The noise level was measured by three noise level 
monitors using Model No.824L obtained from 
Larson & Davis, USA and the average value of 
the readings was taken as the sound level. The 
noise level was measured at 1.2 m elevation from 

(a) 250 µm (b) 150 µm

(c) 75 µm (d) nano powder

Figure 3. Flame height for Sample 1 for different particle sizes.
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the ground level burst at 4 m distance. The meters 
were placed at three points and the angle between 
each of them is 120°. A hard concrete surface 

of 5 m diameter was the site for the explosion, 
with no obstacle to carry out the noise level test.  
Figure 6 shows the sound level testing.

Figure 5.  Drying of cake bombs of different grades.

(a) 250 µm (b) 150 µm

(c) 75 µm (d) nano powder

Figure 4.  Flame width for Sample 1 for different particle sizes.
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Figure 6. Different views of sound level testing.

4. Results
4.1 Flame height and width 

From Table 2, it can be clearly seen that changing 
the constituents in the flash powder has a great 
influence on the flame parameters. 

4.2 Conservation of mass

By using the stoichiometric coefficient, the mass 
consumption rate per unit area of the fuel can be 
found by using the formula:12

 ΓFP = µstoic Γo2,   (1)

where ΓFP is the mass consumption rate of flash 
powder (g cm−2 s−1), µstoic is the stoichiometric 
coefficient, Γo2 is the mass consumption rate of 
oxygen per unit area (g cm−2 s−1).

Generally, Γo2 of O2 is 0.21 g cm−2 s−1 and µstoic of 
O2 is 2 from the following chemical equation:

2 KNO3+  4 Al  + S  → K2S  +  N2  +  2Al2O3

By substituting the above values in equation (1), 

the mass consumption rate of flash powder (ΓFP) is 
calculated as 0.42 g cm−2 s−1.

4.3 Flame propagation velocity

The flame propagation velocity, νf  can be found 
by using the formula:12

 ΓFP = fbρbedνfδb   (2)

where fb is the fraction of the surface area burned, 
ρbed is the packing density of the flash powders 
in the bed, and δb is the non-dimensional depth 
of burn in the bed. It can be found from equation 
(3).

 δb = d p/dref   (3)

The fraction of surface area burned is taken as 1, 
since the surface area of the bed is 4 cm2 and both 
micro and nano powders are completely burned 
during ignition.

d p is the particle size of the flash powder sample 
and dref is taken as 50 nm, a typical nano-particle 
size for nano-sized flash powders from Malchi et 
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al.12

Thus the flame propagation velocities for three 
different micron-sized flash powders and nano-
sized samples are tabulated in Table 3.

The above results show that the smaller sized 
particles have a higher specific surface area, and 
the burn rate increases which should lead to faster 
front velocities.

Table 2.  Flame height & width for different samples.

Set of 
particle size Set I ≤250 µm Set II ≤150 µm Set III ≤75 µm Set IV Nano

Composition 
sample no.

Flame 
height 
(mm)

Flame 
width 
(mm)

Flame 
height 
(mm)

Flame 
width 
(mm)

Flame 
height 
(mm)

Flame 
width 
(mm)

Flame 
height 
(mm)

Flame 
width 
(mm)

1 63 71 68 74 68 78 83 90
2 65 69 69 72 74 72 78 76
3 74 70 76 71 77 80 100 95
4 69 68 69 68 74 72 85 79
5 70 65 71 69 77 68 91 92
6 65 69 69 72 73 72 80 81
7 65 69 69 72 74 72 82 79
8 70 65 71 69 77 68 88 86
9 72 69 72 70 79 74 96 92
10 70 65 71 70 78 69 97 93

(a) ≤250 µm (b) ≤150 µm

(c) ≤75 µm (d) Nano-particles

Figure 7. Pattern of flame parameters and performance analysis of firework crackers.
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4.4 Noise level analysis and correlation 
analysis

In order to find the correlation between the flame 
parameters and performance analysis of the 
crackers, both readings are plotted. Figure 7(a–d) 
shows that better coincidence is obtained between 
the flame parameters and cracker noise level.

5. Discussion
Figure 8 shows the flame parameters for the 
different flash powder compositions. From Table 2 
and Figure 8, it is observed that the finer particles 
have higher flame height and flame width than 
the coarser ones. As is known in general, smaller 
particles give higher reaction rates and energetic 
materials are no exception. The nano-sized sample 
has greater flame height and width compared to 
the micron-sized samples. For example the flame 
height for sample 1 is increased to 83 mm from 
63 mm. In general, the reaction rate of nano-scale 
materials is several orders of magnitude larger 
than those of micron-scale materials and the 
much larger surface area can significantly change 
combustion behaviour.

Table 2 also emphasizes that sulphur addition has 
increased the height of the flame. For instance, 
Sample 3 has a greater flame height (74 mm) 
compared to sample 1 (63 mm). Fuel and oxidizer 
rich samples have shown significant differences in 
flame parameters.

Table 3 clearly indicates that decreasing particle 
size increases the propagation velocity and widens 
the flame. The increased propagation velocity is 
due to the higher specific surface area of the 
particles. 

From Table 4, it is found that particle size plays 
a vital role in the performance of the crackers. If 
the particle size is reduced, the sound level of the 
crackers during bursting also increases.

All the above parts of Figure 7(a–d) show that 
there is a higher positive correlation between 
the flame parameter pattern and performance of 
fire crackers (noise level during bursting). This 
emphasizes that better flame height and thus high 
reactivity produces the fastest reaction. This leads 
to the high noise level.

From Figure 9 another conclusion is that if the 

Figure 8. Experimentally observed flame parameters as function of particle size.

Table 3.  Flame propagation velocities for micron and nano flash powders.

Sample set 
number

Particle size   
dp (µm)

Depth of burn   
δb

Packing density   
ρ (g cm−3)

Flame propagation velocity   
νf  (µm s−1)

1. 250 5000 0.40 2.1
2. 150 3000 0.36 3.89
3. 75 1500 0.31 9.03
4. Nano size 2.45 0.25 6857
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particle size has been reduced, a high noise level 
is obtained for the same quantity of chemicals. So, 
for nano-sized chemicals, a smaller quantity of the 
chemical will be sufficient to produce the noise 
level of 125 dB(AI) and 145 dB(Cpk) compared 
to micron-sized chemicals.

During the bursting of firecrackers, noxious gases 
emitted in the atmosphere will be reduced for 
each cracker and hence the atmosphere does not 
become polluted by means of nano flash powders 
when they are ignited.

6. Conclusions
The flame propagation velocity can be greatly 
increased if the particle size of the flash powders 
is reduced to nano-size. As the particle size 
decreases from 250 µm to 104 nm, the flame 
heights and widths also increase from 63 mm and 
65 mm to 100 mm and 95 mm respectively. Thus 
the maximum flame propagation velocity reached 
for a sample of nano flash powder is 6857 µm s−1 
whereas for the micro sample it is 11.2 µm s−1. 
By using the flame height, width, and flame 
propagation velocity, the reactivity enhancement 
for the flash powders is clearly known, if the 
particle size is decreased. Thus, the nano flash 
powders can be used to enhance the reactivity and 
produce higher performance in firecrackers even 
with smaller quantities compared to micron flash 
powder and hence can help to reduce the gases and 
smoke in the environment.
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1 Introduction
Hybrid rockets store their propellants in two 
different states, usually with a solid fuel and a 
liquid oxidizer. This combination provides a higher 
performance than conventional solid propellants, 
greater simplicity than liquids, and greater safety 
than either. This greater safety comes from the fact 
that the propellants cannot mix intimately being 
in different physical states, and because the solid 
fuels are usually inert, handling is much safer. 
Furthermore, they can be throttled, shutdown, 
and restarted. Imperfections in the fuel grain do 
not cause catastrophic failure because the fuel will 
burn only after it has vaporized and mixed with 
the oxidizer in the flow.

Because of this, hybrids can tolerate larger margins, 
use less expensive parts (i.e. not Mil-Spec), and 
have fewer failure modes.1,2 Thus, hybrids can be 
far less expensive than other types of rockets.

The flexibility of fuels in hybrids might allow 

for the use of common waste, such as paper and 
cardboard as fuel. The most common types of 
paper are wood based, and are largely composed 
of Cellulose, but include other substances as well; 
such as Lignin and inert fillers. Cardboard (as used 
in corrugated shipping boxes) is made from pulp 
produced with the Kraft process, which removes 
nearly all of the Lignin leaving almost totally 
pure Cellulose,3 and so would burn just like pure 
Cellulose. Bleached paper (as used for printing and 
faxing) is also produced with the Kraft process, but 
it also has some fillers and the bleaching process 
affects the Cellulose chemically,4 and so it may 
not necessarily burn the same as Cellulose. Most 
other common types of paper (such as newsprint) 
use more of the original wood in the pulp to 
increase the yield,5 and so would burn more like 
natural wood. Paper is usually assumed to be pure 
Cellulose for the purpose of chemical analysis,6 
but this assumption is not necessarily valid in a 
rocket engine since small changes in propellant 
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The data and video indicate that there is no significant difference in performance or burning characteristics 
between any of the paper/wood fuels. This would imply that fuel grains for hybrid rockets could be made 
from paper, and can be expected to perform as well as pure Cellulose. This not only simplifies chemical 
equilibrium analysis, but would also allow fuel grains to be made from a mixture of waste-paper.
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composition can drastically change performance.

The test data were gathered to study the general 
burning characteristics and performance of the 
different fuels. The performance difference 
between pure Cellulose (unbleached Kraft paper), 
wood, and bleached paper was determined. These 
three fuels cover the range of the most common 
types of paper,7 and so they represent the most 
likely to be obtained as waste. This is important 
since the precise chemical composition of the 
waste paper is not known a priori without chemical 
analysis (which would have to be done with every 
new type of paper obtained). So, if it was found 
that they all perform the same, then they would 
not need to be separated prior to manufacturing 
fuel grains. The low cost and potential ease of 
processing could make waste paper very attractive 
as a fuel in hybrid rockets.

2 Testing methods
A single engine was tested with the various fuels, 
and each with an 8 gram Nitrous Oxide whipped-
cream charger. These small chargers are ideal for 
testing due to their high manufacturing standards 
which provided consistency in feed pressure, and 
mass flow rate. The  high food-grade purity also 
gave consistency in overall performance leaving 
the fuel composition as the only variable.

All fuel grains were made with the same length 
and port diameter regardless of composition. The 
reason for this was to allow direct comparison 
between all tests, since all three fuels had nearly 
the same density (which would affect regression 
rate, and thus oxidizer/fuel ratio (O/F) and 
performance). The engine was made commercially, 
and unfortunately its design did not allow for 
modification to accommodate sensors to measure 
quantities inside of it, such as chamber pressure 
and temperature. However, other measurements 
could be made that nonetheless provided the 
necessary performance data.

The engine was fired by turning a screw that 
pushed the N2O charger onto a piercer pin. The 
piercer also served as the injector. The N2O was 
then only released when a plastic burst disc was 
melted away when a preheater grain ignited. 
Figure 1 shows an illustration of the engine.

Thrust was measured during the duration of each 
test with a 20 kg loadcell and 14 bit data acquisition 

system with 10 V full-scale and sampling at 
4 kHz. The weight of the whole engine was taken 
before and after each test (minus the weight of 
the preheater grain, which did not contribute to 
the total impulse). The thrust profile of each test 
was integrated to obtain the total impulse, and 
then divided by the change in weight ∆w to obtain 
average specific impulses (Isp) for the tests.

The engine was tested so that it fired upward, 
pushing down on the loadcell. This arrangement 
would, of course, cause the changing weight of 
the engine to influence the thrust measurement. 
However, the change in engine weight for all of 
the tests was very small compared to the thrust 
(≈0.15 N for ∆w vs. ≈15 N for thrust, and ≈1 N 
for the engine weight), so this had a negligible 
influence on the results.

3 Results
3.1 Experimental results

In total, 16 hot-fire tests were conducted; 5 with 
soft-wood, 5 with Kraft-paper (Cellulose), 3 with 
bleached paper, and 3 with Nylon. The Nylon tests 
were used as a control to observe the performance 
and qualitative burning characteristics of a fuel 
with a very different composition than the paper/
wood fuels. The Nylon fuel grains had a larger 
port diameter, but were much denser (and so 
would have had a lower regression rate). As will 
be explained later, Nylon was expected to have a 
higher performance than Cellulose.

Each thrust curve was cut off at 0.1 s and 3 s, 
because the preheater produced thrust for about 
0.1 s at the beginning of each burn, and the burn 
was complete after 3 s. Time zero (at ignition) was 
the first data point greater than 5% of peak thrust 

Figure 1. Simplified diagram of the hybrid engine 
used for this investigation.
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above zero.

It should be noted that every burn continued for up 
to 30 s after ignition, but only the first 3 s produced 
any measurable thrust (see Figures 2 and 3). It 
was impossible to measure how much propellant 
was lost during this residual burn. So, since the 
measured ∆w is greater than it would be for only 
the first 3 s, the calculated Isp is somewhat lower 
than the actual Isp. However, the residual burn 

lasted approximately as long for all tests, so there 
would be very little variation in lost propellant. 
Because all of the tests were consistent, a direct 
comparison could still be made between them.

Another problem encountered during testing was 
incomplete combustion. Obvious sparks were seen 
in all paper, wood, and Kraft-paper tests. Images 
of these are shown in Figure 4. This would have 
reduced the performance by slowing the exhaust. 
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Figure 2. Representative thrust vs. time data for the various fuels (truncated at 0.5 s for clarity).
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Figure 3. Thrust vs. time averages for each test series (truncated at 0.5 s for clarity).
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Also, the bleached paper fuel grains appeared 
to partially delaminate during the burn, causing 
pieces of fuel to be ejected from the engine. This 
would have further lowered the measured Isp for 
these tests. The test results are summarized in 
Table 1.

As can be seen from the data in Table 1, there was 
some variation in Δw in the bleached paper tests 
(probably caused by delamination); this of course 
caused the standard deviation of both Δw and Isp to 
be larger than they would be otherwise. There was 
also some variation in total impulse in the Nylon 
tests due to rough burning, this caused its standard 
deviations to be larger also. However, both test 
series only had three trials, and if more trials could 
have been done, then perhaps they would be more 
consistent with the other tests (each of which had 
five trials).

It is clear from this that although there are some 
slight differences between the bleached paper, 
wood, and Cellulose fuels, they do approximately 
perform the same. Also, wood seemed to produce 
more sparks than the other propellants, so this 
may have reduced its apparent performance 
disproportionately. However, although the 
unburned fuel would contribute to a loss of 
performance, it appears that the residual burn was 

largely responsible for the loss in these tests. This 
does not change the results because it is the relative 
difference in performance between the fuels that 
was being studied.  Figures 2 and 3 show plots 
of representative data and averages of all tests 
for each fuel respectively. Note, in Figures 2 and 
3, every 4 data points were averaged to decrease 
noise.

3.2 Theoretical performance of cellulose

To determine the realistic performance of an 
engine, chemical equilibrium analysis was done 
with Propep. Propep is a rocket performance 
code using the chemical equilibrium algorithm 
presented by Gordon and McBride.8

First, the expected performance of the Nylon and 
Cellulose fuels was evaluated with N2O in vacuum 
with various O/F ratios to see how they compared. 
Indeed, Nylon did perform significantly better 
(after taking the mean of shifting and frozen 
equilibrium) with a peak Isp of 337.8 s, whereas 
Cellulose peaked at 300.3 s.

The performance of Cellulose and Liquid Oxygen 
was found vs. O/F in a vacuum for both shifting 
and frozen equilibrium (see Figure 5). In Figure 5, 
the average of frozen and shifting equilibrium 
is also plotted, and its peak Isp is 351.8 s. Also, 
the Isp does not vary significantly from the peak 
above an O/F ≈ 1. This is advantageous because 
the O/F shifts during the burn of any hybrid-fuel 
engine. Although the average may be optimistic, 
the peak Isp for frozen equilibrium is still 326.3 s, 

Table 1.  Test series summary.

Fuel Quantity Mean Standard 
deviation

Bleached Impulse [N s] 13.35 0.832
Δw [N] 0.1343 0.0051
Isp [s] 99.5 7.3

Kraft Impulse [N s] 12.81 0.504
Δw [N] 0.1185 0.0019
Isp [s] 108.5 3.8

Wood Impulse [N s] 10.92 0.389
Δw [N] 0.1053 0.0025
Isp [s] 103.7 4.3

Nylon Impulse [N s] 16.16 1.24
Δw [N] 0.0968 0.0015
Isp [s] 170.5 10.9

Figure 4. Apparent sparks.
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and also does not vary significantly from the peak 
above O/F ≈ 1. The total change in velocity (∆v) 
required to place a spacecraft in low Earth orbit 
is approximately 9 km s−1, which would mean a 
launch vehicle using these propellants could have 
an inert mass fraction (structure and payload 
mass divided by total liftoff mass) of 6%. This is 
comparable to existing launch vehicles.1,2

4 Conclusions
The unburned fuel that came out as whole pieces 
and sparks suggests that post-combustion chambers 
will be even more critical in a hybrid engine using 
paper than with other fuels.

The large difference between the predicted 
performance of Cellulose/N2O and what was 
measured is, of course, largely due to the fact that 
the testing was not done in a vacuum. However, this 
would only account for some of the difference: the 
rest is likely due to a combination of off-optimum 
O/F, nozzle inefficiency, the aforementioned loss 
of fuel during burning (particularly during the 
residual burn), and solid particles in the exhaust.

Nonetheless, there was no significant difference 
between pure Cellulose (i.e. Kraft paper), wood, 
and bleached paper. This implies that Cellulose 
may be assumed to be the primary constituent 
of paper for the purpose of chemical equilibrium 
analysis in a rocket engine. Such analysis reveals 
that the specific impulse for a Liquid Oxygen/

Cellulose engine could have a vacuum Isp >> 300 s. 
Also, because waste paper is so readily available, 
safe to work with, and inexpensive, it could be 
an extremely attractive propellant for launch 
vehicles.
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Introduction and background
Hexachlorobenzene, C6Cl6 (HCB), also known as 
benzenehexachloride, phenylhexachloride and a 
variety of proprietary names,  is a persistent organic 
pollutant regulated by international agreements1 
that ban its production and use.  In recent years 
there has been considerable concern that HCB 
is being used in firework compositions imported 
into the EU and seizures of such goods have led 
to legal action being taken against the companies 
concerned and destruction of the fireworks by 
incineration.

This paper looks at the reasons why HCB has been 
used in firework compositions, the deliberate and 
accidental presence of HCB, and the likely fate 
of HCB in compositions that are functioned as 
fireworks.

HCB has been used in Far-Eastern manufacture of 
fireworks (despite China being a signatory to the 
Stockholm convention) and significant quantities 
of HCB have been found in Chinese fireworks 
imported into the EU in recent years.  We are 

not aware of HCB being used in any European 
manufacture of fireworks.

The presence of HCB now
There are four possible mechanisms by which 
hexachlorobenzene could be present in firework 
compositions.  

Although there have been some high profile cases 
where HCB has been found in specific firework 
compositions to about 6% extent, we believe that 
the deliberate use of HCB as a chlorine donor has 
effectively been stopped in all but a handful of 
cases.

However there remain four main possible sources 
of HCB in firework compositions:

From its presence as a softening agent in some • 
samples of PVC

From the deliberate using up of HCB by • 
firework manufacturers as a minor component 
of another chlorine donor.  We believe that 
this is done primarily to use up stocks without 
having to pay high costs for destruction of 
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HCB and because HCB is cheap.  However 
it is unlikely that it would be practical to 
“let down” HCB into other chlorine donors 
in a ratio of less than 1 : 100 as the practical 
difficulties of so doing would outweigh the 
desire to use up HCB in this way;

From trace contamination of other materials • 
by HCB that has been used previously;

As a result of HCB still being sprayed as a • 
fungicide onto crops surrounding firework 
factories in China. 

We believe that the first of these is rapidly 
diminishing as stocks are depleted, but that the 
second and third are impossible to prevent and the 
second mechanism will also be diminishing. 

Deliberate “letting down” of other chlorine donors 
would typically lead to HCB concentrations as 
shown in Table 1.

For ease we shall consider the two mechanisms of 
unintentional trace contamination together.

Hence, by accidental contamination small 
quantities of HCB may still be found in firework 
compositions, in addition to the increasingly rare 
occurrences where it is apparent that HCB has 
been added deliberately in significant quantities to 
colour compositions.

Recent information from Denmark appears to 
highlight these extremes2 – the Danish authorities 
are still finding some fireworks which contain 
HCB at levels which demonstrate that HCB must 
have been used deliberately as a chlorine donor in 
5–10% of the relevant colour composition (usually 
green, blue or purple).  The Danish authorities 
also identify another group where the levels are 
some 1000 times less in concentration – which 
appear to be those compositions where accidental 
contamination has occurred.

The historic use of HCB in firework 
compositions

Coloured firework compositions usually contain a 
“colour enhancer”, added to the basic pyrotechnic 
composition, to increase the intensity of the 
coloured flame production by maximising the 
concentration of desirable coloured species 
(usually metal–halogen species) in the flame 
whilst minimising the production of undesirable 
species (i.e. ones that produce unwanted colours).  
For instance the copper–chlorine species produces 
a blue flame, whilst a copper–oxygen species 
produces a yellow/green colour.

Colour enhancers are usually chlorine rich organic 
compounds which decompose at the pyrotechnic 
burning surface (ca. 2000 °C) to produce chlorine 
radicals, hydrogen chloride and chlorine gas in 
the flame.  Such “chlorine donors” include the 
following compounds as shown in Table 2.

For instance, for blue and green light 
colour production using copper carbonate 
(adapted from ref. 3) the reaction scheme to 
produce colour emitters is shown in Figure 1.

The simplified reaction mechanism for a firework 
composition for coloured light production has the 

Table 2  Properties of chlorine donors
Chlorine donor Formula %Cl Comments

Hexachlorobenzene (HCB) C6Cl6 74

Polyvinylchloride (PVC) (C2H3Cl)n 57

Saran (C2H2Cl2)n 73

Parlon (C5H6Cl4)n 68

Hexachlorocyclohexane C6H6Cl6 73 Benzene hexachloride (BHC)

Dechlorane C10Cl12 78 Poor fuel

Table 1.  Properties of chlorine donors
Let down ratio ppm in final star

1 : 1 50 000–150 000

1 : 10 5000–15 000

1 : 100 500–1500

1 : 1000 50–150

1 : 10000 5–15
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form:

Oxidant + fuel → products + heat

Heat + coloured species in the flame → excited 
coloured species → light emission

The excited coloured species is normally shown 
thus: CuCl*.

A variety of oxidants have been used, but coloured 
light production appears only to be efficient if the 
flame temperature is above 2000 °C.  The flame 
temperatures for a variety of common oxidants are 
shown in Table 3.

Hence the most common and most efficient 
(and relatively safe) oxidant used is potassium 
perchlorate (KClO4).

The fuels used vary depending on the desired 
effect and the intensity and duration of the flame 
but typically include

Aluminium• 

Magnalium (a Mg/Al alloy)• 

Red gum• 

Shellac• 

Colour agents are added to the basic pyrochemical 
composition to produce metal–X species in the 
flame which emit colour at the flame temperature.  
These include the following metal salts:

Copper oxide or copper carbonate – blue• 

Strontium carbonate – red• 

Barium carbonate – green• 

Cryolite (sodium aluminium fluoride) – • 
yellow

It is important to realise that it is not these 
compounds themselves which cause emission of 
coloured light.  Instead it is the production of other 
metal containing species in the flame which are 
excited and subsequently emit coloured light.

Table 3. Flame temperatures for compositions.

Oxidant % Fuel %
Flame 
temperature 
(C)

Comments

KClO4 74 Shellac 16 2247 Most common oxidiser for colour compositions

NH4ClO4 76 Shellac 14 2207 Little used in fireworks

KClO3 77 Shellac 13 2177 Sensitive compositions

KNO3 72 Shellac 18 1697 Does not produce adequate colour

Figure 1. Typical reaction scheme to give coloured light.
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Colour enhancers and other 
additives

In addition to the base composition, typically 
5–15% of a colour enhancer (chlorine donor) is 
added to the composition to enhance the production 
of the desirable metal–chlorine species as shown in 
Figure 1.  Maximisation of this desirable copper–
chlorine species (CuCl*) is required to produce 
blue light of high colour purity.

Note that Figure 1 shows the production of another 
excited copper species in the copper flame – the 
excited copper–hydroxy species CuOH* which 
emits green/yellow light on relaxation.  It is 
essential in the generation of a pure blue colour to 
minimise the production of this species as blue and 
green/yellow lie on opposite sides of the emission 
chromaticity diagram and too much production of 
the latter colour will “wash out” the desired blue 
flame.

Lastly gums or resins are added to permit 
consolidation of the composition into stars.

Table 4 illustrates some typical coloured firework 
compositions for a variety of coloured stars.

Destruction of HCB by fire
The normal means4 of destroying HCB containing 
items (including fireworks) is by controlled 
incineration at >1100 °C at which temperature the 
destruction of HCB is at least 99.99% efficient.  As 
coloured firework compositions burn at >2000 °C 
we believe there will be an effective destruction of 
HCB in the coloured flame of a burning firework.  

It is the destruction of the chlorine donor to create 
chlorine radicals (Cl●) and hydrogen chloride 
(HCl) which leads to the generation of the desired 
excited metal–chlorine species in the flame (MCl*) 
which ultimately relaxes to give coloured light.

Calculations on trace HCB levels
We have made the following calculations for a 
variety of firework types containing blue stars 
contained within a multitude of other effects and 
as blue effects “alone”.  We have calculated the 
possible “worst case” release levels of HCB to 
the environment from the firework types shown in 
Table 5.

The weights and numbers of stars and resulting 
concentrations of HCB are shown in the following 
tables (Table 6 and Table 7).

We have made the following assumptions and 
conclusions from our calculations:

That an HCB level of 50 ppm in the blue • 
star composition is an acceptable “cut 
off” to prevent deliberate use or “letting 
down” of HCB as a chlorine donor in such 
compositions.

That destruction of HCB in a firework flame • 
is 100 times less efficient than in deliberate 
incineration – this is a very pessimistic 
viewpoint as the temperature of a burning 
firework composition exceeds the temperature 
used for incineration considerably.

The resulting maximum concentrations of HCB 
present in combustion by-products of these 

Table 4. Typical colour compositions.
Component Red star Green star Blue star Yellow star Purple star

Barium nitrate 50
Potassium perchlorate 66 10 55 55 55
Copper oxide 15 11
Strontium carbonate 12 4
Cryolite 15
Magnalium 13 6 6
Charcoal 2
Shellac/accaroid resin 13 7 9 9 9
Generic Chlorine donor 5 15 15 15 15
Generic Binder 5 5 5 5 5

These compositions are illustrative only and numbers do not refer to % values.  Chlorine donors and binders may 
vary.
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Table 5.  Description of firework articles
Item # Type Category Calibre (mm) Contents

1 Cake F3 20 Some blue stars

2 Cake F3 30 Some blue stars

3 Cake F4 30 Some blue stars

4 Cake F4 45 Some blue stars

5 Rocket F3 11 Some blue stars

6 Rocket F3 19 Some blue stars

7 Shell F4 75 Some blue stars

8 Shell F4 150 Some blue stars

9 Cake F3 20 All blue stars

10 Cake F3 30 All blue stars

11 Cake F4 30 All blue stars

12 Cake F4 45 All blue stars

13 Rocket F3 11 All blue stars

14 Rocket F3 19 All blue stars

15 Shell F4 75 All blue stars

16 Shell F4 150 All blue stars

“Some blue stars” means typically a multi-coloured firework in which there is a proportion of blue stars.  “All blue 
stars” means a firework whose primary effect is blue

Types and categories are as defined in EU Directive 2007/23/EC and Standards being derived from this Directive..

Table 6.  Analysis of “some blue stars” articles
Item # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

No of shots 16 50 100 200 1 1 1 1

Gross weight (Kg) 0.8 5 10 15 0.2 0.5 0.3 1.2

NEC (Kg) 0.15 0.8 2.5 4 0.05 0.3 0.15 1.0

Shots with blue stars 4 5 10 20 1 1 1 1

No of blue stars/shot 4 12 12 12 5 10 30 80

Number of stars per shot 8 12 20 15 20 50 50 100

Weight of individual star (g) 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.5 3.0 2.0 6.0

Total HCB per item (mg) 0.6 2.4 4.8 12.0 0.4 1.5 3.0 24.0

ppm HCB (overall NEC) 4.3 3.0 1.9 3.0 7.5 5.0 20.0 24.0

ppm HCB (overall – gross) 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.8 1.9 3.0 10.0 20.0

NEC = Net explosive content – the weight of pyrotechnic composition (including blackpowder) in a firework. Gross 
weight – the total weight of a firework including inert materials and tubes, but not including external packaging.  
Assumes 50 ppm HCB in blue star composition.
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examples are shown in Table 8 (Note – in parts 
per billion (ppb) of composition). 

These concentrations are extremely pessimistic, 
and the following variations will all lead to 
significant reduction in potential HCB release:

Increasing the efficiency of the destruction • 
of HCB in a firework flame to that of an 
incinerator would reduce each by 100 fold.

We have over-estimated the quantity of blue • 
containing stars in the firework types (note use 
of HCB in stars other than blue is less likely).

Concentrations of <50 ppm HCB are most • 
likely from accidental contamination – the 
figure has been set as an upper limit which 
is easily determined by analytical means but 
which precludes the deliberate use of HCB.  
Contamination at single figure ppm levels 
would result in the final concentrations being 
reduced by a factor of at least 100.

Hence for typical fireworks, with only trace 
contamination of HCB the final concentration of 
HCB in combustion by-products is likely to be in 
the region 0.003 ppb to 0.06 ppb (Table 8).

Dispersion issues
The normal functioning of fireworks in open 
spaces leads to very high dilution of combustion 
by-products. The likely residual concentration of 

HCB into the local or remote environment is likely 
to be very significantly lower that the preexisting 
background levels5 of up to 0.35 ng g−1 (= ppb).

EU harmonised standards for 
fireworks

Following the publication of Directive 2007/23/
EC on the placing on the market of pyrotechnic 
articles, the EU Commission gave a mandate 
to CEN to produce harmonised standards for 
pyrotechnic articles, including fireworks. One 
such standard has been published, EN15947 for 
Categories 1, 2, and 3 fireworks; the harmonised 
standard for Category 4 fireworks (prEN16261 
part 1 to 4) is expected to be published in the next 
few months. The Directive requires all fireworks to 
comply with an essential safety requirement, and 
for this to be confirmed by a Notified Body, prior to 
placing the fireworks on the market. Compliance 
with a harmonised standard is the usual method 
against which compliance with the essential safety 
requirement is determined. 

Fireworks containing hexachlorobenzene are 
specifically excluded from the scope of EN15947 
and prEN16261, and accordingly its presence or 
not is likely to be verified by Notified Body testing 
as part of the approval process and any fireworks 
containing HCB will not be authorised for placing 
on the market.

Table 7.  Analysis of “all blue stars” articles.

Item # 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

No of shots 16 50 100 200 1 1 1 1

Gross weight (Kg) 0.8 5 10 15 0.2 0.5 0.3 1.2

NEC (Kg) 0.15 0.8 2.5 4 0.05 0.3 0.15 1

Shots with Blue stars 16 50 100 200 1 1 1 1

No of blue stars/shot 8 12 20 15 20 50 50 100

Number of stars per shot 8 12 20 15 20 50 50 100

Weight of individual star (g) 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 5.0

Total HCB per item (mg) 5.1 24.0 80.0 150.0 2.0 5.0 50.0 25.0

ppm HCB (overall NEC) 34.1 30.0 32.0 37.0 40.0 16.7 33.3 25.0

ppm HCB (overall – Gross) 6.4 4.8 8.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 16.7 20.6

NEC = Net explosive content – the weight of pyrotechnic composition (including blackpowder) in a firework. Gross 
weight – the total weight of a firework including inert materials and tubes, but not including external packaging.  
Assumes 50 ppm HCB in blue star composition.
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Regulations on persistent organic 
pollutants

Regulation (EC) No 850/2004 on Persistent 
Organic Pollutants and Regulation (EC) No 
1195/20066 amending Annex IV to Regulation (EC) 
No 850/20047  are the Regulations which control 
the use of HCB in the European Community. The 
relevant parts are:

Article 3. 1. which states: 

“The production, placing on the market and use 
of substances listed in Annex I, whether on their 
own, in preparations or as constituents of articles, 
shall be prohibited.” 

Annex I lists hexachlorobenzene as a prohibited 
substance. 

Article 4. 1. (b) exempts 

“a substance occurring as an unintentional 
trace contaminant in substances preparations or 

articles.”  

However there is no definition of what level may be 
regarded as “trace”, but Article 7, through Annex 
IV (as amended by Regulation No 1195/2006), 
exempts waste containing less than 50 ppm 
of hexachlorobenzene from the usual disposal 
requirements for HCB.

We propose therefore to use 50 ppm as the trace 
threshold in Article 4.1.(b).

Proposals
We propose the following:

Concentrations of HCB in individual coloured 
firework compositions of less than 50 ppm of 
the coloured star composition can be considered 
as trace or accidental contamination. This level 
equates to 0.8ppm - 20ppm by gross mass for 
fireworks containing “some blue stars” and 4.3ppm 
- 20.0ppm for fireworks containing “all blue stars” 
- hence we propose that 25ppm of the gross weight 
of the firework would be an appropriate cut off 
level for ease of carrying out the test. 

Concentrations over 100 ppm of the gross weight 
of the firework should be subject to the same 
controls as at present and be regarded as deliberate 
use of HCB as a chlorine donor, or the deliberate 
“letting down” of HCB into other chlorine donors 
to diminish stocks.

Concentrations of between 25 ppm and 100 ppm of 
the gross weight of the firework should be subject 
to further investigation before action is taken.

Thus a crude test could be to examine the total 
HCB per gross mass of the firework.  In terms of % 
HCB per gross mass of the overall firework these 
limits are obviously reduced significantly but the 
extent depends on the exact type and colour/effect 
of the relevant firework.   

In cases where accidental contamination of 
equipment, non-explosive parts (e.g. cases) and 
other, non-colour, compositions has occurred these 
are likely to be below the 50 ppm limit imposed by 
the POP waste provisions.  We are not aware of any 
evidence at present to suggest this is a significant 
contributor to HCB content in fireworks.

 

Table 8.  Residual HCB after firework 
functioning

Item #
Maximum 
residual HCB 
(ppb)  Pessimistic 
calculations

Maximum 
residual HCB 
(ppb) Realistic 
calculations

1 6.4 0.006

2 4.5 0.005

3 2.9 0.003

4 4.5 0.005

5 11.2 0.011

6 7.5 0.007

7 30.0 0.030

8 36.0 0.036

9 51.2 0.051

10 45.0 0.045

11 48.0 0.048

12 56.8 0.057

13 60.0 0.060

14 25.0 0.025

15 50.0 0.050

16 37.5 0.038

Realistic values allow for destruction of HCB in the 
flame.
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Conclusions
We have proposed a cut-off for the distinction 
between the deliberate use of HCB in firework 
compositions and the deliberate “letting down” of 
HCB into other chlorine donors, and the accidental 
presence of HCB in firework compositions from 
contamination.  We suggest that the proposed limit 
is a sensible and pragmatic solution to the problem 
of accidental contamination and should be adopted 
across the EU.
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Reviewed by Dr. Christian Lohrer

BAM, Berlin

This book gives a very comprehensive overview 
of the world of fireworks. 

It comprises - amongst others - information on 
historical developments of firework displays, 
introduces the large variety of (sub-) types 
and categories, identifies possible hazards to 
be considered during the planning of firework 
displays and gives recommendations in case of 
accidents/incidents. Especially the description of 
the probabilistic approach of assessing risks (based 
on hazards in combination with frequencies) 
highlights a promising alternative in a field 
that seems currently be dominated by simple 
deterministic methods in many countries. 

Moreover, the book provides information on latest 
legislation as well as standardisation aspects and 
gives guidance on the fireworks event planning 
not only to the users (with or without specialist 
knowledge) but also to the enforcers, who are 
dealing with the assessments of professional 
firework displays prior to the permission of these.

It should therefore be considered, to include this 
book in respective national training courses, 
which form the basis of licensing systems with 
regard to the training of “persons with specialist 
knowledge” in Europe. Taking this into account, 
it is recommended to translate this book to other 
languages in order to allow a broader community 
to share the information provided in this book.

Reviewed by Prof. Chris Bishop 

Microsoft Research, Cambridge, UK

Tom Smith is to be congratulated on putting together 
this delightful book on the theme of firework 
displays. Aimed at display firers, both amateur 
and professional, this book covers an impressive 
range of theoretical and practical topics, making it 
unique in the fireworks literature. 

Tom brings enormous experience in the fireworks 
industry, including a period as display manager 
of Kimbolton Fireworks, during which time 
Kimbolton won several firework competitions. 
More recently he has acted as a consultant 
for the London Millennium celebrations, the 
Athens Olympic Games, and the Melbourne 
Commonwealth Games. Together with his co-
authors, Tom has assembled a truly comprehensive 
treatise, covering almost every aspect of firework 
displays, from a taxonomy of fireworks to 
display design, and from firework competitions 
to environmental impact. The chapter on risk 
assessment is particularly valuable, and emphasises 
the crucial distinction between risk and hazard, as 
well as adopting a very practical approach to the 
overall evaluation of risk. 

For amateur firers the book will prove to be 
especially valuable. Amateurs often lack the 
support network, as well as the formal and informal 
apprenticeship opportunities, afforded to the 
professional. Access to the wealth of experience 
and information captured in this book can only 
lead to improved safety levels and to enhanced 
artistic content in amateur displays. 

Beautifully illustrated, the book is also well written 
and a pleasure to read. Even the topic of legal 
issues, a subject with plenty of soporific potential, 
is leavened with ample personal interpretation and 
perspective. As a relative newcomer to the world 
of firework displays, I found the book to be hugely 
informative. This superb and comprehensive text 
undoubtedly has a place on the bookshelf of anyone 
interested in fireworks and firework display

Book Reviews
Firework Displays: Explosive Entertainment by Dr. Tom Smith

- ISBN 978-0-8206-0900-1 - see http://www.fd-ee.com
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Now that the Journal of Pyrotecnics is published, primarily, electronically the forthcoming events are avail-
able on the archive website http://archives.jpyro.com.

If you have any events you would like included in that list please contact the publisher.

Please note
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Caution
The experimentation with, and the use of, pyrotechnic materials can be dangerous and may require licences 
or permits in certain countries;  it is felt to be important for the reader to be duly cautioned.  Without the 
proper training and experience no one should ever experiment with or use pyrotechnic materials.  Also, the 
amount of information presented in this Journal is not a substitute for necessary training and experience, 
nor does it remove the relevant application of national or local laws and regulations.

A major effort has been undertaken to review all articles for correctness.  However it is possible that 
errors remain.  It is the responsibility of the reader to verify any information herein before applying that 
information in situations where death, injury or property damage could result.
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are only available by payment of a per-article fee which will enable perpetual download, or by subscription 
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